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JPartlow
. Dear-Mr. Boskey: Gray file

In my letter to you of July 30, 1984, I said your petition under
10 CFR 2.206 on behalf of the Alabama = Electric Cooperative would be _ held in
abeyance pending the Consission's action on Alabama Power Company's request
for initiation of'a declaratory proceeding to resolve differences.betweeni

the company and the cooperative over the antitrust conditions of the Farley'

t licenses. As you.know, the Commission has declined in its order dated
[ September 7, 1984,=to initiate a proceeding for declaratory relief.
( Accordingly. .the staff will treat your petition as a' request for action
'

under 10 CFR 2.206 and will take appropriate action on the petition within -
a reasonable time.

A copy of.a notice is enclosed that 'will be sent to the Office of the
Federal Register'for publication.

Sincerely,
arted Espd W

R.3.Suam

Harold R. Denton, Director

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure: as stated
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Mr. Richard C. DeYoung
Director
Office of Inspection and

Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

.

.

Dear'Mr. DeYoung:

As counsel for Alabama Electric Cooperative, Inc., we
are filing herewith the Cooperative's request that you take

*

appropriate action against. Alabama Power Company in connec-
tion with Alabama Power Company's licenses for the

.,

?)
operation of the Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2.

If there is any additional information which you would
regard as helpful in connection with this matter, please
let us know and it will be promptly furnished.

Sincerely yours,

VOLPE, BOSKEY AND LYONS

} S i

'N *~ ' 'I'

By:
''Bennett Boskey

$4df/d J2 %
/ / 66 EU

~ . Biard MacGuineasD

Enclosure
cc: (with enclosure)

:g Joseph M. Farley
President, Alabama Power Company / ,'!q Robert A. Buettner, Esq.

:
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June 29, 1984

_

Mr. Richard C. DeYoung
Director
Office of Inspection and

Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. DeYoung:
.

Alabama Electric Cooperative, Inc. (AEC) , pursuant to
Section 2.206 of the Commission's Rules of Practice,
requests the Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
to take appropriate action against Alabama Power Company
(APCo) in connection with APCo's licenses for the operation'

of Farley-Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, based on APCo's will- ,

ful and continuing violation of Antitrust License Condition
No. 2. Under the circumstances set forth below, it is
submitted that appropriate action should include (1) suspend-
ing APCo's licenses to operate Farley Nuclear Plant unless,<

,

within the period fixed by you for APCo's response, APCo has
discontinued all such violations and has demonstrated that
it has brought itself into full compliance with said Condi-

7 tion No. 2; and (2) imposing upon APCo the maximum civil
penalty provided by law.

All licenses issued to APCo for the Farley Nuclear
Plant, Units 1 and 2, are subject to Antitrust License Condi-
tion No. 2, which provides:,

!
"2. Licensee shall offer to sell to AEC

q an undivided ownership interest in Units 1 and
2 of the Farley Nuclear Plant. The percentage

,

of ownership interest to be so offered shall be
an amount based on the relative sizes of the,

! respect ve peak loads of AEC and the Licensee

9 y(h 7 3&3 Y')

si , cur-s yest gnm pasg .y cec > met
._ _
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_ (excluding from the Licensee 's peak load that amount
imposed by members of AEC upon the electric system '

of the Licensee). occurring _in 1976. The price to be
- paid by AEC for its proportionate share of Units 1
and 2, determined in accordance'with-the foregoing
formula, will be established by the parties through
good faith negotiations. The price shall be '

!
sufficient to fairly reimburse Licensee for the
proportionate share of its total costs related to
the Units 1 and 2 including, but not limited to,
all costs of construction, installation, ownersh'ip
and licensing, as of a date, to be agreed to by the
two parties, which fairly accommodates both their
respective interests. The offer by Licensee to sell4

an undivided ownership interest in Units 1 and 2 may
be conditioned, at Licensee's option, on the agree-

,

ment by AEC to waive any right of partition of the
Farley plant and to avoid interference in the day-to-
day operation of the ' plant." [L/]

!

The intent of this License Condition was explicated at '

length in ALAB-646,13 NRC at 1102-1108. This condition has ,

been final and binding on APCo since August 10, 1981. How-
ever, in the nearly three years since that date, it is the

jsubmission of AEC that APCo has made no good faith effort
[whatsoever to comply with this License condition; that APCo ~

instead has refused to negotiate a reasonable ownership
agreement with AEC; and to the extent APCo has been willing
to discuss the matter at all, APCo has proposed highly
irrational, bizarre and unreasonable terms and conditions
with respect to AEC's ownership rights such that APCo's
position clearly evid,ences bad faith and a deliberate

.

,

1/ This License condition was imposed, and its lawfulness
and appropriateness was upheld and affirmed in extensive lit-
igation. In the Matter of Alabama Power Company, ALAB- 646,
13 NRC 1027 (1981), commission review denied, 14 NRC 795
(1981), affirmed Alabama Power Co. v. Nuclear Regulatorv '

com'n, 692 F.2d 1362 (llth Cir. 1982), rehearing and rehear-,

! ing en banc denied 698 F.2d 1238 (1983), certiorari denied !

,

; U.S. 104S}.Ct. 72 (1983). '
,

e .

|

I
, .

E._ _ _ . - _ _ _ , . . _ _ _ __ _ _ _.. _ _ .. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _
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practice and course of conduct of refusing to' comply with'
the License condition required by this Commission.2/''

On July 17, 1981, AEC by letter. requested APCo to
furnish detailed cost information on the Farley Units to
enable meaningful discussions to get under way. On July 23,

1981, APCo by letter refused to initiate discussions and, by-6

its silence on the. subject, refused to furnish the requested
cost data. After a renewed request by AEC in October, 1981,
APCo responded that the cost data would be forwarded later;
implicit in this response was the incredible claim 'that APCot

did not then have cost data for its nuclear units currently

available. APCo also took the position that AEC would have
to pay replacement cost to APCo for the amount of capacity
represented by AEC's share of the nuclear units. Some data
was furnished by APCo in November 1981; however, it'
required a number of clarifications and explanation due to

] its barebones nature. This was requested by letter from
counsel for AEC to counsel for APCo, January 6, 1982. A!

.

partial response was received from APCo in February 1982.'

:I The foot-dragging and bad fa,ith tenor of APCo's approach ,
i to discussions regarding its compliance with its License,

] Condition may be gleaned from passages from its letter
,

of May 6,1982, written at the time that AEC was still trying
1 . to get reasonably detailed cost data from the Company:
1

3
"As you are aware, the sale of plant as required

!g by this license condition will result in the need
| to replace the capacity sold with capacity costing

j in the thousands of dollars per kilowatt. This
,

j additional cost must then be recovered in our rates
j to our customers. We would be interested in getting [

]

f

1
| 2/ APCo's numerous requests for stay of the effectiveness ;

j of this ownership access License Condition were denied suc- '

;q cessively by the Commission (14 NRC 795, October 22, 1981), ,

| by the Eleventh Circuit (orders issued January 20, 1982, and
] March 4, 1983), and by Justice Powell acting as Circuit

!4 Justice (order issued April 6, 1983). Thus, at all timas

| since August 10, 1981, APCo has had an af firmative
obligation to comply with Antitrust License Condition No. 2.'

>

| |

___ _ _ _ __
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I your views as to how the price of the capacity to be
sold to AEC should be established in view of the
additional cost burden which the sale will im' pose

1
on Customers.

"2. We would also be interested in your views
as to provisions to be included in any agreement for

:g sale dealing with how such sale could be reversed
-j at a later date should Alabama Power's appeal ~of the

decision requiring imposition of'the condition be
successful."

* * *

"As you are aware, the Appeal Board order penalizes
the retail and other wholesale consumers of Alabama,

Power by accepting AEC's argument and requiring a
- - sale which would allocate part of the Farley Plant

to AEC's customers which the plant was not iesigned
'

to serve. This was done not only by including in
the c.alculation loads of AEC which were never.

,

intended to b'e served by the Farley Plant, i.e.,
the 'on system' customers, but also, by allocating;

3, the plant on the basis of the non-coincident peak
load of AEC rather than the coincident peak demand<

of Alabama Power's customers.". g

''
AEC's response dated June 4, 1982 to these alleged APCo conc, erns
constitutes TAB A hereto.,

Some cost data was f t:rnished by APCo in June and July'

of 1982, and some time was required to attempt to resolve
! inconsistencies and discrepancies among the data. A meeting.

~

on May 24, 1983, was scheduled by telephone, on April 29,
1983, prior to that meeting, APCo submitted an outline of

!| conditions of sale. APCo's letter expressed inter alia the
'

following positions:

'l "As you are aware, AFCO continues to dis-
1 agree with the necessity for any license condi-

tions to be imposed, and with the propriety of .

( the conditions imposed, particularly the one
!I requiring forced sale of the plant to AEC."

* * *

"This outline is subject to revision during
i negotiations to reflect matters not hereto-

fore recognized as problems associated with
the proposed joint ownership arrangement."

. . ,

" Fees for operating and maintaining the plant,
: shall be $1.0 million per year, escalated each

1.

.
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year based en an acceptable Government index. -

.' A fee shall also be assessed equal to-15% of ,
,

AEC's pro rata share of all direct and indirect
expenditures associated with the making ofLany.

- capital improvements. A fee equal to ten per-
cent (10%) of AEC's pro rata share =of.the annual,.

; fuel costs shall also be assessed. .These fees
!- have been set on the-assumption that APCO will

have no resconsibility to.AEC for any loss-
: associated with the plant, arising out of opera-

tions, maintenance, making of improvements or
nuclear fuel acquisition activities."

* * *

" Provision will be included to exclude liability
on the part of APCO for~ losses or costs to AEC-*

! for conduct of APCO, its agents, contractors or |
'

; employees even though such conduct is alleged
- or determined.to be willful, wanton, reckless

or merely negligent."

J
* * *

:I "AEC shall be responsible for a pro rata share
i .of all fines or. penalties of any nature, under

any law or regulationr associated with the:

- operation, maintenance or decommissioning of.
the plant, including those imposed by NRC, EPA, ,

other federal, state or local regulatory bodies,:

or by federal, state or local courts.":

- * * ,

f "REA shall guarantee the contingent liabilities
of AEC associated with its ownership interest: -

; in the nuclear plant and its responsibility for
payment of costs and expenses under the Operating

|
Agreement."

* * *

j "AEC's obligations under the Agreement shall
: be secured by a second mortgage on AEC's

.

system.
; "We would note furthe; that ,in view of our
: orfer made in this letter, we are hereby with-

drawing our offer made in 1974 to negotiate the
j sale of uni: power to AEC from the nuclear plant."

Apart from other highly unreasonable terms and condi-
tions which APCo has been proposing, it is also clear that '

APCo's proposal for pricing AEC's share of the Farley Units
demcastrates by :self APCO's bad faith and unreasonableness.
It will be recalled that the license conditions require an

1

l
. _ _ , . . , . _ , > - . _ , _ _ - . _ _ _ , , _ , . , _ _ , _ _ - _ _ - . _ _ . _ _ - . _ . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , , _ - , _ . , _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , _ _ , _ _ , _ _ , _ , , , , . - ~ . - , , _ _ _ , _ - _-
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.

offer to sell at the cost of the piant to be determined by
'

AEC's (not APCo's) cost of financing. ALAB-546 specifically,

inter alia it " includes arejected a unic power sale because
race of return [ profit] on the owner's (APCo's] investment,"
thereby depriving AEC of "the benefits of the advantageous
financing otherwise available to it for the capital costs
attributable to it (AEC's] share of the plant." 13 NRC at

1104.

APCo's pricing proposals are contained in Exhibit I to

the Company's letter of April 29, 1983 [ TAB B], APCo's data
responses of June 10, 1983 [ TAB C), APCo's proposed Purchase
And ownership Agreement (April 11, 1984) [ TAB E], and APCo's
proposed Operating Agreement (June 1, 1984) [ TAB F].
AEC's response of June 24, 1983, to some of the objectionable
aspects of APCo's June 1983 proposals is attached as TAB D.
In its proposals APCo attempts to extract from AEC an

f approximate 100% profit f.or.APCo above APCo's (unverified)
book cost. From this aspect of APCo's position, it is evi-
dent -that APCo remains blatantly. contemptuous of its

. obligation to adhere to the terms of the licenses granted to
it by this Commission. APCo's techniques for attempting to
extract windf all profits in violation of its license require'-
ments include:

(1) attempting to charge AEC partially on the
g basis of replacement value of the Plant (i.e.,

.

; .1

charging AEC appreciation on a Plant which was
depreciating during the period during which APCo

I- hac unlawfully denied 'EC ownership access);A

~ (2) attempting to charge a fictitious "incre-
mental gross AFUDC" (S393 million for the Plant)
which denies AEC its own cost-of-money benefits,

j

I which violates the Uniform System of Accounts, and
.

which would profit APCo for APCo's continued
refusal to grant ownership access for a d~ecade and
a half;

(3) attempting to charge an incremental S70
.

million for the Plan for " ownership risk" on the
|

irrelevan: claim that utilities building nuclear
plants todav have higher equity costs than existed
at the time the Farley Units were built;

W
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-
(4)- attempting to include an income tax fac-

.

tor of $246 million for - the Plant -(based "in large
part on. the profit APCo seeks to make from AEC)-

,

without- showing or even claiming that APCo will
actually suffer any income tax payment because of
the sale, and without recognition that if any
adverse income tax effect.were to result, it would
be solely the result of APCo's management's
deliberate decision.to unlawfully withhold owner-,

ship access from AEC and therefore must be borne
by APCo stockholders;

,

(5) attempts to collect an " entitlement fee"
($170 million above Plant cost) as an arbitrary
profit, contrary to the license conditions;

i
(6) attempts to receive $114 million per

Plant for " adverse financial consequences" to.com-

; pensate for alleged depressed Southern Company
stock prices (without regard to whether these' so-
called " adverse ~ financial consequences" were .

attributable to the financial community's negative
opinion as to APCo's management, or a variety of .

' other possible causes) ;
.

(7) attempts to receive substantial profits
from AEC over and above APCo's actual costs from-

the sale of nuclear fuel rights, and for the2

'

operation of the facility.
J

Apart from such unreasonable and unwarranted components
in its pricing proposals, APCo has also proposed a percentage'

ownership for AEC which is contrary to the formula developed
i in ALAB-646 (see 13 NRC at 1107-1108) and which attempts to

deprive AEC of AEC's f air share of the Farley Units . As AEC
responded on June 24, 1983 (TAB D]:

"1. We must first disagree with the ownership
;

! percentage (5.95%) suggested by APCo. The 243.9 MN
AEC on-system peak and the 40 MW deduction for in-
dustrial and Florida load were provided by AEC.
However, we estimate the load contributed by AEC's
of f- system members to be higher than what you have

!

--- - - - - . - , . - , . _ , _ , . _ , _ - - - - - - - . _ - . . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ - . - - - . - - . - - . --
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utilized. In any| case, it appears that your 184.0 MN
esrimate is at the delivered _ level. If this is ,

true, losses must be added to your estimate to
obtain a generation level. number consistent with
the generation level _on-system load. Further
we cannot accept your subtraction of SEPA preference'

i
customer demand from the off-system component..
ALAB-646 makes clear that the proper measure is the1

peak load, or demand, of AEC and off-system members --
not merely the increment of demand furnished tur

I;' APCo. As the Board said (13 NRC at 1108)
'AEC suggests instead that the ratio
should be pegged to the load of AEC's:n

;g on-system and off-system members and
of the applicant at the time of their
respeerive peak loads. (Emphasis in

j| original.]
i "We. agree with this position of

AEC. Basing the allocation formula on

|| the time of applicant's peak demand skews
iE- the result in its favor. A more equitable

division of ownership would result if
the shares were~to be determined by the

;g
:g respective peak demands of AEC and the

applicant occurring during 1976. The*

*

license condition we impose is based

Q'
accordingly.' -

There is simply no rational basis for APCo to de-i

duct the SEPA increment from the peak load measure.

|j, " Finally, we note that the Company used 5880.5
MW as the measure of its peak load, July 26, 1976:

i at 1:00 p.m. However, this is not consistent with

Company representations made elsewhere. The
; Company's 1976 Form 1 and rate case historical

data for July 1976 indicates that the Company's;.
j peak occurred on July 14, 1976 with the hour
j ending at 4:00'p.m. The rate case data also

indicates a greater contribution by AEC members
1

i than the 173.3 MW shown in your June 10, 1983
data. We also believe that this number does not
include losses, but is measured at the delivered"

! level.
"The Company's computation of AEC's load"

component is clearly defective as noted above,<

and the better measure is the 410.9 MW furnished
to you in my letter cf June 4, 1952. Whilp the'

:. Company has had this measure for over a year it
has never taken issue with it. Even this measure
...derstates the load ecmponent AEC is entitled to,

h

i .

. . . - - - - - --
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sums AEC's peak and the demands on the .

since it 4

to AEC's peak. .
Ioff-system members coincident

Under the Antitrust License Conditions, AEC isi

entitled to a measure that sums AEC's peak and
the non-coincident peaks of each off-system

the 410.9 MW measure understatesmember. Thus, '

AEC's actual load component under the ALAB-646
I

'

formula."
(based on AEC's and its off-system members 'Properly computed While APCo hasAEC's ownership share is 6.7peak load),

subsequently accepted some corrections which would bring itsg

figure above the 5.95% it initially proposed, it has stead-
'

the correct 6.7% figure.fastly refused to accept
| terms insisted upon by APCo whichOther contract

evidence and confirm APCo's bad f aith and refusal to comply
with its NRC licenses are found in correspondence from APCo,
positions stated by APCo at negotiation meetings, and in

-

(TABS
APCo's proposed draft ownership and Operating Agreements

| E and F), which were submitted in response to AEC's proposed
Joint Ownership, Operating and Nuclear Fuel Agreement of

|
January 20, 1984 (TAB G). Among these APCo-proposed '

unconscionable conditions are:

(a) APCo's insistence that the Rural Electrifi-
cation Administration " guarantee" AEC's,

performance for the life of the agreement.
APCo continues to insist on this even though
it has been informed that REA could notNor has APCoagree to such a condition.

|
indicated any basis upon which one might con-
clude that REA has the statutory authority to

a

take such a position. Indeed, it must have
'

to APCo frcm the beginning thatbeen apparen:
there was not the slightest possibility that
REA would ever issue such a guaranty.
Accordingly, it would be difficult to avoid

. the conclusion that the proposal was advanced
'

not in good faith but for the purpose of
-

of theforesta11ing a centractual arrangement
: type required by the license.,,

|: ,

2
i
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(b) .Though APCo insists that AIC pay in advance
t

'

(evenfor all capital and operating costsU
prior to'the determination of the' dollar
value of those costs) , APCc also demands a
second mortgage on AEC's entire electric
system, while at the same time APCo refuses
to make even the barest commitment to

in a reasonableoperate the Farley Plant
<

manner.

Not only has APCo refused to agree in any way(c)
*

to assist in the gaining of necessary regula-
tory approvals for AEC's acquisition of its'

ownership share, but APCo has informed AEC
isethat APCo fully reserves the right tc

objections thereto. -

.

APCo refuses to accept- any responsibility to ,

t

(d) AEC for any gross negligence or reckless,

. misconduct by APCo in the operation of the;
* *

At the same time, APCo insists that.

Plant.| AEC share payment of any fines or penalties
,

! :incurred by APCo as sole operator of the '

i facility even to the extent that the APCo
conduct resulting in such penalties
occurred prior to the time when AEC takes
title to AEC's share of the Units.I

Ii

APCo insists that AEC is fully liable for any(e) " incremental costs" (whatever that may mean)
of AEC's joint ownership, and APCo attempts to,

| reserve the right to define solely in its own
is.

discretion what such an " incremental cost"i

A review of APCo's proposed agreements will demonstrate
a number of other plainly unreasonable terms and conditions.

*

to establish thatHowever, the above examples are sufficient
APCo has not been and is not pursuing compliance with its NRC
license obligations in good faith, and that enforcement

' action by the Commission is prcmptly required to cure APCo'sj

its obligations as an NRCcontemptuous refusal to meet
In the' absence of enforcement action by the Cem-

licensee. because of the >

; there is a high probability that, |
,

mission,
|

b .

|

\
'

I
. . - -- - . ..
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-=s course APCo is pursuing, the Farley Units will serve out their

.[ useful operational life before some reasonable agreement can be
arrived at with APCo.

Respectfully submitted,

ALABAMA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.
m
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Ct.TRICIA A.mAfte

Mr. Richard C. DeYoung
Director
Office of Inspection and

Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

g

| Washington, D.C. ,20555
.

Dear Mr. DeYoung:

As counsel for Alabama Electric Cooperative, Inc., we
are filing herewith the Cooperative's request that you take

*

appropriate action against Alabama Power Company in connec-
tion with Alabama Power Company's licenses for the

3

j operation of the Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2.

If there is any additional information which you would
regard as helpful in connection with this matter, please
let us know and it will be promptly furnished.

.-

Sincerely yours,

VOLPE, BOSKEY AND LYONS

k f 2 i

Em. -[[ .. )c. .) .k 3./g
''

|
Bennett Boskey

4C451-1 'D. Biard MacGuineas
|

Enclosure

I cc: (with enclosure)
Joseph M. Parley|g President, Alabama Power Companyj Robert A. Buettner, Esq. / ,"

| Tri s /~
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Mr.1 Richard C. DeYoung

Director- |

T , Office ol' Inspection and
Enforcement [

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission - |
Washington, D.C. 20555 ;

t

Dear Mr.EDeYcung
(

| Alabama Electric Cooperative, Inc. (AEC) , pursuant to
! Section 2.206 of the Commission's Rules of Practice, ;

requests the Director, office of Inspection and Enforcement, ;

to take-appropriate-action against Alabama Power Company (
(APCo) in connection with APCo's licenses for the operation ;

of Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, based on APCo's'will- f
,

!ful and continuing violation of Antitrust License Condition
No. 2. Under the circumstances set forth below, it is |
submitted that appropriate action should include (1) suspend- '

| ing APCo's licenses to operate Farley Nuclear Plant unless, i
,

,

j within the period fixed by you for APCo's response, APCo has ,

I

! ' discontinued all such violations and has demonstrated that
| it has brought itself into full compliance with said Condi- >

' tion No. - 2 ; a'nd (2) imposing upon APCo the maximum civil I

penalty provided by law. |
'

All licenses issued to APCo for the Farley Nuclear
Plant, Units 1 and 2, are subject to Antitrust License Condi-

g tion No. 2, which provides:
e

L "2. Licensee shall offer to sell to AEC
h an undivided ownership interest in Units 1 and

i
2'of the Farley Nuclear Plant. The percentage

! of ownership interest to be so offered shall be
L an amount based on the relative sizes of the i

respective peak loads of AEC and the Licensee :;,
!

|

|
'

li i

li- !
i !

' ,

| ......3......,...,...,..,t,,..m,,,4..,.,
.
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.

(excluding from the Licensee's pea? load that amoun
imposed by members of AEC upon the electric system,

l of the Licensee) occurring in 1976. The price to be
paid by AEC for its proportionate share of Units 1
and 2, determined in accordance with the foregoing
formula, will be established by the parties through
good faith negotiations.. The price shall be -

sufficient to fairly reimburse Licensee for the
,

proportionace share of its total costs related to
the Units 1 and 2 including, but not limited to,
all costs of construction, installation, ownership
and licensing, as of a dato, to be agreed to by the
two parties, which fairly accommodatos both their
respective interests. The offer by Licensee to sell
an undivided ownership interest in Units 1 and 2 may
be conditioned, at Licensee's option, on the agree-
ment by AEC to waive any right cf partition of the
Farley plant and to avoid interference in the day-to-
daf operation of the plant." [l/]

The intent of this License condition was explicated at
length in ALAD-646, 13 NRC at 1102-1108. This condition has

.

been final and binding on APCo since August 10, 1981. How-
ever, in the nearly throo years since that date, it is the
submission of AEC that APCo has made no good faith effort
whatsoever to comply with this License Condition; that APCo
instead has refused to negotiate a reasonable ownership
agreement with AEC; and to the extent APCo has been willing
to discuss the matter at all, APCo has proposed highly
irrational, bizarre and unreasonable terms and conditions
with respect to AEC's ownership rights,sucl tha t APCo 's
position clearly evidences bad faith and a deliberate

'
_

,

1/ This Licenso condition was imposed, and its lawfulness
and appropriatonoss was uphold and affirmed in extensive lit-
igation. In the Matter of Alabama Power Company, A LAB- 64 6,
13 NRC 1027 (1981), Commission review denied, 14 NRC 795
(1981), affirmed Alabama Power Co. v. Muelnar Rnqulntory
Com'n, 692 F.2d 1362 (lith Cir. 1982) , rohoaring and rehear-
ing on banc denied 608 F.2d 1238 (1983), cortiorari denied

U.S. 104 S.Ct. 72 (1983).,,

_ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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.

') practice and course of conduct of refusing to ' comply with9 . the License Condition required by this Commission.2/-

On July 17, 1981, AEC by letter requested APCo to
furnish detailed cost informatio'n on the Farley Units to

;
enable meaningful discussions to get under way. On July 23,>

1981, APCo by letter refused to initiate discussions and, by
its silence on the subject, refused to furnish the requested
cost data. After a renewed request by AEC in October, 1981,
APCo responded that the cost data would be forwarded later;
implicit in this response was the incredible claim that APCo
did not then have cost data-for its nuclear units currently

available. APCo also took the position that AEC would have
to pay replacement cost to APCo for the amount of capacity
represented by AEC's share of the nuclear units. Some data
was furnished by APr' in November 1981; however, it
required a number of clarifications and explanation due to
its barebones nature. This was requested by letter from
counsel for AEC to counsel for APCo, January 6, 1982. A
partial response -was -received from APCo in February 1982.

The foot-dragging and had faith tenor of APCo's approach ,
to discussions regarding its compliance with its License

'| Condition may be gleaned from passages from its letter
of May 6, 1982, written at the time that AEC was still trying-

to get reasonably detailed cost data from the Company:.

,I
"As you are aware, the sale of plant as required
by this license condition will result in the need.g

~|
to replace the capacity sold with capacity costing
in the thousands of dollars per kilowatt. This

additional cost must then be recovered in our rates
to our customers. We would be interested in getting

a

:1
2/ APCo's numerous requests for stay of the effectiveness
of this ownership access License Condition were denied suc-

y
q cessively by the Commission (14 NRC 795, October 22, 1981),

'

by the Eleventh Circuit (orders issued January 20, 1982, and
March 4, 1983), and by Justice Powell acting as Circuit |

. Justice (order issued April 6, 1983). Thus, at all times !

' since August 10, 1981, APCo has had an affirmative
obligation to comply with Antitrust License Condition No. 2.

;

1 .
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.I

a

[ your views as to how the price of the capacity to be
sold to AEC should be established in view of the
additional cost burden which the sale will'im' pose

1
on customers.

"2. We would also be interested in your views
as to provisions to be included in any agreement for

.g sale dealing with how such sale could be reversed
:) at a later date should Alabama Power's appeal of the

decision requiring imposition of the condition be
successful."

} * * *

"As you are aware, the Appeal Board order penalizes
the retail and other wholesale consumers of Alabama
Power by accepting AEC's argument and requiring a
sale which would allocate part of the Farley Plant
to AEC's customers which the plant was not designed

'

to serve. This was done not only by including in
the calculation loads of AEC which were never.

.'

inten'ded to b'e served by the Farley Plant, i.e.,
the 'on system' customers, but also, by allocatinga

the plant on the basis of the non-coincident peak,

load of AEC rather than the coincident peak demand
-of Alabama Power's customers."

AEC's response dated June 4, 1982 to these alleged APCo conc, erns
constitutes TAB A hereto.,

Some cost data was furnished by APCo in June and July'

of 1982, and some time was required to attempt to resolve;

inconsistencies and discrepancies among the data. A meeting,

on May 24, 1983, was scheduled by telephone. On April 29,
1983, prior to that meeting, APCo submitted an outline of
conditions of sale. APCo's letter expressed inter alia the
following positions:

M
| "As you are aware, APCO continues to dis-
H agree with the necessity for any license condi-
| tions to be imposed, and with the propriety of -

]j the conditions imposed, particularly the one
| requiring forced sale of the plant to AEC."
'

* * *

"This outline is subject to revision during
L negotiations to reflect matters not hereco-
'

fore recognized as problems associated.with
the proposed joint ownership arrangement."

8 " Fees for operating and maintaining the plant,
shall be 51.0 million per year, escalated each

G

--p- , .,,-e4
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.

.

, year based on an acceptable-Government index.
,' -A fee shall also be assessed equal to 15% of ,

.

'

AEC's oro rata share of all direct and indirect
expend'itures associated with the making of any
capital improvements. A fee equal to ten per-: '

cent-(10%) of AEC's. pro rata share of the annual

] fuel costs shall also be assessed. These fees
I have been set on the assumption that APCO will

have no resconsibility to AEC for any loss
j associated with the plant, arising.out of opera-
| tions, maintenance, making of improvement's or

nuclear fuel acquisition activities."
* * *

" Provision will be included to exclude liability
on the part of APCO for losses or costs to AEC
for conduct of APCO, its agents, contractors or
employees even though such conduct is alleged
or determined.to be willful, wanton, reckless
or merely negligent."

|
.

* * *

"AEC shall be responsible for a pro rata share
of all fines or penalties of any nature, under

3 any law or regulationr associated with the

} operation, maintenance or decommissioning of
the plant, including those imposed by NRC, EPA, ,

other federal, state or local regulatory bodies,

I or by federal, state or local courts." *

* * *

"REA shall guarantee the contingent liabilities

1
of AEC associated with its ownership interest-

in the nuclear plant and its responsibility for
payment of costs and expenses under the Operating
Agreement."

* * *

"AEC's obligations under the Agreement shall
be secured by a second mortgage on AEC's
system.,

' "We would note further that in view of our
offer made in this letter, we are' h'ereby with-

|
drawing our offer made in 1974 to negotiate the
sale of unit power to AEC from the nuclear plant."

! Apart from cther highly unreasonable terms and condi-
tions which APco has been proposing, it is also clear that
APCo's proposal for pricing AEC's share of the Farley Units
demonstrates by itself APCo's bad faith and unreasonableness.
It will be recalled that the license conditions require an

.

p
.- -_ .- . . - .- ._ . -
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.

to b' determined byoffer to sell at the cost of the plant e

' AEC's (not APCo 's) cost of financing. ALA3-646 specifically,
,

rejected a unit power sale because inter alia it " includes a4

rate of return (profit] on the owner's (APCo 's ] investment, " <

thereby depriving AEC of "the benefits of the advantageous,

-

financing otherwise available to it for the capital costs
attributable to it (AEC's ] share of the plant. " 13 NRC at

1104.

APCo's pricing proposals are contained in Exhibit I to
the Company's letter of April 29, 1983 [ TAB 3], APCo's. data
responses of June 10, 1983 [TAS C), APCo's proposed Purchase
And ownership Agreement (April 11, 1984) (TAB E], and APCo's
proposed Operating Agreement (June 1, 1984) [ TAB F].
AEC's response of June 24, 1983, to some of the objectionable
aspects of APCo's June 1983 proposals is attached as TAS D.
In its proposals APCo attempts to extract from AEC an

.

approximate 100% profit f,or.APCo above APCo's (unverified)
book cost. From this aspect of APCo's position, it is evi-
dent-that APCo remains blatantly-contemptuous of its

'|g obligation to adhere to the terms of the licenses granted to
it by this Commission. APCo's techniques for attempting to
extract windfall profits in violation of its license require *-

I ments include:

(1) attempting to charge AEC partially on theg .

g basis of replacement value of the Plant (i.e.,

charging AEC appreciation on a Plant which was
depreciating during the period during which APCo'

has unlawfully denied AEC ownership access);

E (2) attempting to charge a fictitious "incre-
mental gross AFUDC" (S393 million for the Plant)-

which denies AEC its own cost-of-money benefits,
which violates the Uniform System of Accounts, and'

-' which would profit APCo for APCo's continued
refusal to grant ownership access for a d'ecade and
a half;

)

(3) attempting to charge an incremental S70
million for the Plant for " ownership risk" on thef ,

irrelevant claim that utilities building nuclearr"
a plants todav have higher equity coscs than existed

at the time the Farley Units were built;

P
|

r
- -- - - - - - - -- - ~ __. _ . . _ , _ _ _ . .
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.

(4) _ attempting to include an income tax fac-
'

-

tor of $246 million for.the Plant (based 'in large . *

part on the profit APCo seeks to make from AEC)-
without showing or even claiming that APCo will
actually suffer any income tax payment because of
the sale, and~without recognition .that if any

4

adverse income tax effect were to result, it would
be solely the result of APCo's management's
deliberate decision to unlawfully withhold owner-
ship access from AEC and therefore must be. borne
by APCo stockholders;

(5) attempts to collect an " entitlement fee"
($170 million above Plant cost) as an arbitrary
profit, contrary to the license conditions;

(6) attempts to receive Sil4 million per
Plant for " adverse financial consequences" to com-

pensate for alleged depressed Southern Company
stock prices (without regard to whether these so-
called " adverse ~ financial consequences" were .

attributable to the financial community's negative
opinion as to APCo's management, or a variety of,

.

other possible causes);

i (7) attempts to receive substantial profits
from AEC over and above APCo's actual costs from-

the sale of nuclear fuel rights, and for the
operation of the facility.

i

Apart from such unreasonable and un' warranted components
i in its pricing proposals, APCo has also proposed a percentage

ownership for AEC which is contrary to the formula developed
in ALAB-646 (see 13 NRC at 1107-1108) and which attempts to
deprive AEC of AEC's fair share of the Farley Units. As AEC

responded on June 24, 1983 [TA3 D]:

"1. We must first disagree with the ownership

percentage (5.95%) suggested by APCo. The 243.9 MW
AEC on-system peak and the 40 MW deduction for in-
dustrial and Florida load were provided by AEC.
However , we estimate tha load contributed by AEC's
off-system members to be higher than what you have

1

,_ - __ , . , . - - - - , . _ . . - . . , . , - - _ _ . , - . . _ _ . _ _ - . _ . , _ . . . - . _ .
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"

.

utilized. In any case, it appears that your 184.0 MN
estimate is at the delivered level. If this is ,

,

true, losses must be added to your estimate to

| obtain'a generation level number consistent with
,

the generation level on-system load. Further
we cannot accept your subtraction of SEPA preference

.. ' customer demand from the off-system component.
. ALAB-646 makes clear that the proper measure is the

peak load, or demand, of AEC and off-system members --
not merely the increment of demand furnished by:|

:3 APCo. As the Board said (13 NRC at 1108)
'AEC suggests instead that the ratio
should be pegged to the load of AEC's

: on-system and off-system members and
of the applicant at the time of their
resoective ceak loads. [ Emphasis in

,

original.]; "We. agree with this position of'
AEC. Basing the allocation formula on
the time of applicant's peak demand skews

I the result in its favor. A more equitable
division of ownership would result if
the shares were~to be determined by the

;g respective peak demands of AEC and the;g applicant occurring during 1976. The
*

license condition we impose is based
y accordingly.'

-

j There is simply no rational basis for APCo to de-
duct the SEPA increment from the peak load measure.

||,
" Finally, we note that the Company used 5880.5

MW as the measure of its peak load, July 26, 1976
at 1:00 p.m. However, this is not consistent with

Company representations made elsewhere. The
Company's 1976 Form 1 and rate case historical

| data for July 1976 indicates that the Company's;

peak occurred on July 14 1976 with the hour
y

L ending at 4:00 p.m. The rate case data also
indicates a greater contribution by AEC members
than the 173.3 MW shown in your June 10, 1983

e
! data. We also believe that this number does not

include losses, but is measured at the delivered'

level.
"The Company's computation of AEC's load#

|- component is clearly defective as noted above,
and the better measure is the 410.9 MW furnished

:] to you in my letter of June 4, 1952. While the
,

;J Company has had this measure for over a year it
has never taken issue with it. Even this measure
understates the load component AEC s entitled te,

<

: 6

*

. ._ _
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.

sums AEC's peak and the demands on thesince it to AIC's peak. ,off-system members coincidentLicense Conditions, AEC isi Under the Antitrust sums AEC's peak andentitled to a measure thatthe non-coincident peaks of each off-system
the 410.9 MW measure understatesmember. Thus,

under the ALAB-646AEC's actual load component
formula,"

(based on AEC's and its off-system members 'Properly computed While APCo has
peak load) , AEC's ownership share is 6.7%.
subsequently accepted some corrections which would bring its
figure above the 5.95% it initially proposed, it has stead-

the correct 6.7% figure.
fastly refused to accept

terms insisted upon by APCo which
Other contract

evidence and confirm APCo's bad faith and refusal to comply
with its NRC licenses are found in correspondence from APCo,

and in
positions stated by APCo.at negotiation meetings, (TABS
APCo's proposed draft Ownership and Operating Agreements
E and F], which were submitted in response to AEC's proposed
Joint Ownership, Operating and Nuclear Fuel Agreement of

|
January 20, 1984 [ TAB Gl. Among these APCo-proposed '

unconscionable conditions are:

(a) APCo's insistence that the Rural Electrifi-
cation Adm nistration " guarantee" AEC's.

performance for the life of the agreement.to insist on this even thoughAPCo continues
it has been informed that REA could notNor has APCoagree to such a condition.

|
indicated any basis upon which one might con-
clude that REA has the statutory authority to] take such a position. Indeed, it must have

been apparent tc APCo frcr the beginning that
there was not the s,lightes t possibility that

.]| REA would ever issue such a guaranty.
Accordingly, it would be difficult to avoidt

h
the conclusion that the proposal was advanced
not in good faith but for the purpose of*

of theforestalling a contractual arrangement
type required by the license.,

M
,

'i
M

___ ________ -_ _
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.

(b) Though APCo insists that'AEC pay in advance
(evenfor all capital and operating costs

prior to the' determination cf the dollar
value of those costs),.APCc also demands a
second mortgage on AEC's entire electric
system, while at the same time APCo refuses

conmitment to,

to.make even the bares: in a reasonableoperate the Farley Plant
,

manner.

Not only has APCo refused to agree in any way.

(c) to assist'in the gaining of necessary regula-
tory approvals for AEC's acquisition of its
ownership share, but APCo has informed AEC
that APCo fully reserves the right-to raise
objections thereto. .

.

APCo refuses to accept any responsibility to .

(d) AEC for any gross negligence or reckless
misconduct by APCo in the operation of the -

1

~

At the same time, APCo insists thati

Plant.
AEC share payment.of any fines or penalties

:. incurred by APCo as sole operator of the '

facility even to the extent that the APCo '

conduct resulting in such penalties
l occurred prior to the time when AEC takes

title to AEC's share of the Units.
APCo insists that AEC is fully liable for any(e) " incremental costs" (whatever that may mean)
of AEC's joint ownership, and APCo attempts to
reserve the right to define solely in its own

is.
discretion what such an " incremental cost"

A review of AP.Co's proposed agreements will demonstrate
a number of other plainly unreasonable terms and conditions.to establish thatthe above examples are sufficient,

However,
APCo has not been and is not pursuing compliance with its NRC
license obligations in good faith, and that enforcement
action by the Commission is promptly required to cure APCo's

its obligations as an NRCcontemptuous refusal to meet
! In the absence of enforcement action.by the Com-
| , mission, there is a high probability that,

licensee. because of the

|

.

--..,,.--e ,n - , - + , - - , . - . - - - - - . , - , - .n-- v-~,
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.

y course APCo is pursuing, the Farley Units will serve out their

4 useful operational life before some reasonable agreement can be
arrived at with APCo.

T
4 Respectfully submitted,

ALABAMA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.
w
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